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Study Guide Intervention Solving Inequalities
Nothing works everywhere, and everything works somewhere.' So how does a school leader choose the right intervention? Matt Easterbrook and Ian Hadden explore ...
Choosing the right intervention is a matter of psychology
Although the opioid epidemic is nationwide, researchers have identified 25 hot spots throughout the country that are disproportionately affected.
Study Identifies Who Is Most at-Risk For Opioid Abuse
More than 4 million people say they fear being evicted or foreclosed upon in the coming months just as two studies released Wednesday found that the nation's housing availability and affordability ...
Millions fear eviction as housing crisis worsens
It’s important for teachers to be able to use the latest evidence from research in their classroom practice, but how can they use that research well to create meaningful impact? Researchers from the ...
How teachers can use research effectively in their classroom
Within a few days, Ewing’s condition had stabilised, and the healthcare team suggested that he was ready to be discharged home. They were of the view that the ANH could be stopped, and the tube ...
2805NRS Legal And Ethical Principles In Healthcare
For more than a year, the world has been battling SARS-CoV-2 and the economic impact of this great pandemic. While there is an enormous amount of work left to do across the globe, countries leading ...
Looking beyond the pandemic: Could the world economy gain more than it lost to COVID-19?
A University of Missouri study ... that inequality will always find a way to affect a person’s health. “The important thing is where is it, how much is there and which parts can we solve?” ...
‘Depressing’: MU study finds unequal treatment between Black and white heart patients
Employers believe there’s got to be a bigger, better EAP solution, but they aren’t sure how to go about choosing it.
Digital therapeutics can close the employee engagement gap in mental healthcare
But some experts stress that edtech is no magic bullet, and warn that it could risk damaging educational outcomes and entrenching inequality. “Tech has not necessarily improved the quality,” says ...
Edtech flops provide lessons for future success
A study examining Japanese schools' hands-off approach when children fight suggets a new strategy in handling kids squabbles. Researchers think the Japanese approach could create opportunities for ...
How Japan's hands-off formula in disciplining children works
Experts fear 2021 could be even worse. Through the first five months of 2021, gunfire killed more than 8,100 people in the United States, about 54 ...
2020 was the deadliest gun violence year in decades. So far, 2021 is worse.
Many students found it difficult to take charge of their own learning and insisted on the essential need for a teacher to guide their steps ...
What the pandemic has taught us about online learning
By claiming that college admissions tests (CATs) are racist, proponents of eradicating the entrance exams are putting the country on a misguided path that will not only cover up the current ...
A Black Parent’s Perspective: The SATs Are Not Racist
PYMNTS May 2021 Solving The Performance And Security Equation ... financial firms desiring new customers must rewrite rules to guide development teams now. For example, understanding that ...
PYMNTS Fastly Study: A Modern DevOps Approach Centers On Collaboration And Active Protection
The political scientist Jamila Michener discusses employer panic, America’s poverty addiction and the messy politics of work.
Employers Are Begging for Workers. Maybe That’s a Good Thing.
Let work effectiveness guide decisions ... Brainstorming and problem-solving tasks may flow better with in-person dialogue. In our study, many teams decided to hold certain “whiteboarding ...
How to keep hybrid work from burning everyone out
In a study on contextual care out of the University of Illinois at Chicago, Dr. Saul Weiner and colleagues demonstrated a $25.2 million savings in avoided hospitalizations with an intervention ...
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